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Preface

This dissertation is submitted as a partial fulfillment of the requirements for the de-
gree Doctor of Philosophy (PhD) at the Department of Mathematics, University of
Bergen. The subject of the thesis is on quantification of uncertainties when mon-
itoring marine environments in connection with geological storage of CO2. The
thesis has been done in collaboration with the Geophysical Institute, University of
Bergen and Uni Research CIPR, however the emphasis has been on mathemati-
cal aspects. The four included papers are based on the same mathematical theory;
assessment of parameter uncertainties through linearized covariance analysis and
optimization using genetic algorithms.

This work has been funded by SUCCESS centre for CO2 storage under grant
193825/S60 from the Research Council of Norway.

The advisory committee has consisted of Guttorm Alendal (University of
Bergen, Department of Mathematics), Truls Johannessen (University of Bergen,
Geophysical Institute and Uni Climate) and Trond Mannseth (Uni Research CIPR).

Outline

The thesis is organized in two parts. Part I gives a motivation and a short introduc-
tion to the theory used in the papers in Part II.

The background theory in Part I is structured in the following way. The first
chapter gives a short introduction to global warming and ocean acidification, end-
ing with mitigation options. Chapter 2 introduces the basic concepts behind carbon
capture, transportation and storage (CCS), focusing on the storage part. There-
after monitoring of the marine environment is addressed. The chapter ends with
a comment on the thesis contribution to CCS and monitoring of the marine en-
vironment. In Chapter 3 the equations describing rise and dissolution of a single
CO2 droplet/bubble in the water column are explained. The mathematical theory
the four papers are founded on is introduced in Chapter 4. First linear covariance
analysis and curvature measures of nonlinearity is explained, thereafter the opti-
mization method, the genetic algorithm is briefly introduced. Part I concludes with
a summary of the papers with an suggestion for further work, aiming to put the
work into a broader perspective.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Quote IPCC: [46]

Warming of the climate system is unequivocal. . . . Human influence
has been detected in warming of the atmosphere and the ocean, in
changes in the global water cycle, in reductions in snow and ice, in
global mean sea level rise, and in changes in some climate extremes. . . .
It is extremely likely (95−100% probability) that human influence has
been the dominant cause of the observed warming since the mid-20th
century. Continued emissions of greenhouse gases will cause further
warming and changes in all components of the climate system. Limit-
ing climate change will require substantial and sustained reductions of
greenhouse gas emissions.

1.1 Climate change and ocean acidification

In the last 50 years (from February 1965 to February 2015), the monthly mean
atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2) levels have increased from ∼320 ppm to ∼400
ppm, Figure 1.1 [1]. The anthropogenic emission of greenhouse gases contributes
to a warming of the earth, and the last three decades have been successively warmer
than any of the preceding decades since 1850. The estimated globally averaged
combined land and ocean surface temperature show a warming of 0.85± 0.21oC
over the period from 1880 to 2012 [75].

The Fifth Assessment Report from IPPC, released between September 2013
and November 2014, strengthens the concluded that it is extremely likely that hu-
man influence is the main cause of global warming [75], with anthropogenic CO2

release being the most dominant. On the timescale of centuries to millennia, the
magnitude of global warming will be determined primarily by anthropogenic CO2

emissions. This is due to CO2 having a very long lifetime in the atmosphere. If
CO2 emission is stopped today; a scenario that is not probable, it would essentially
never return to its pre-industrial level (around 280 ppm) on timescales relevant for
our society.
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The effect the climate changes and global warming have on the earth will influ-
ence the life on earth. Some of the effects are rise in global mean sea water level
and more extreme weather events. Common to them all is that it will have an influ-
ence on human lifestyle. Although some changes may be positive it will mainly be
negative effects. Rise in sea level may in some areas cause inundation that is ex-
pected to threaten vital infrastructure and human settlements. More extremes and
regional changes in temperature will influence crop production and most likely in-
crease the risk of food insecurity, especially some vulnerable groups [47].

To limit the effects of global warming a climate target is suggested, aiming to
keep the global mean temperature rise below 2oC above pre-industrial level. To
reach this goal a quota on the total amount of CO2 that can be emitted is given,
and two thirds of this quota has already been used. The quota will most likely be
exhausted within the next 30 years if emissions of CO2 continue at the 2014 rate
[35]. Studies show that to limit global warming to below 2oC, more than 80% of
current coal reserves, half of all gas reserves and a third of oil reserves must remain
unburned through at least 2050 [59].

Recently questions about the possibility to stay below the 2oC target has been
raised. Even though nearly every country in the world has endorsed it, to few
nations are doing enough to meet the stated target. To meet this, annual emissions
of carbon dioxide and other greenhouse gasses must drop 40-70 percent by 2050.
The last years the opposite has happened and on average the global emission has
risen. Current pledges by governments to reduce emissions by 2020 have set the
world on a path between 3 and 5 degree Celsius of warming by 2100, according to
the IPCC - a potentially catastrophic level. However, if a sustainable effort is done,
the IPCC report states that the goal is not out of reach.

To reduce the global warming the CO2 emission must be substantially de-
creased the next decades, and be global net negative before 2100 [48], meaning
that atmospheric CO2 must be removed, hence captured and stored. If the CO2

level is to be stabilized between 450 - 500 ppm within 2100 many model scenarios
states that negative-emission technologies must be deployed within in the second
half of this century [48]. A stabilization without negative-emission technologies
require reduction in CO2 emission, which essentially should start today.

Ocean acidification is also a consequence of the increased CO2 emissions.
About 27% of the anthropogenic CO2 released into the atmosphere is slowly ab-
sorbed by the oceans [54]. Absorption of CO2 in the ocean is causing a shift in
the ocean chemistry and a lowering of the pH, essentially decreasing carbonate
ions and increasing hydrogen ions. This ocean acidification and has a huge effect
on biological processes. A direct consequence is that it will inhibit calcification,
accumulation of calcium in body tissue, which is important for corals and shell
growth. If nothing is done to significantly reduce CO2 emissions, it may mean that
there will be no place in the future oceans for many of the species and ecosystems
known today [67]. The impact of ocean acidification will be globally, some areas
will of course be more sensitive, and the effect will persist for thousands of years
before natural processes return the pH to normal values.

The ocean and marine-system are very resistant to changes in pH, i.e. highly
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Figure 1.1: The correlation between rising levels of CO2 in the atmosphere at Mauna
Loa with rising CO2 levels in the nearby ocean at Station Aloha [1]. As more CO2

accumulates in the ocean, the pH of the ocean decreases. The figure is from [1].

buffered with respect to changes in CO2, but only via slow millennia scale pro-
cesses. The marine system has evolved with a very stable carbonate system with
global mean pH between 8.0 - 8.2 over 20 million years [66]. However, the com-
paratively short-term perturbations as ocean acidification alter pH far beyond the
ranges experienced over the evolutionary timescales of contemporary species.

Since the beginning of the Industrial Revolution, around 1750, the acidity of
surface ocean waters has increased by about 30 percent, resulting in a lowering in
pH of 0.1, Figure 1.1 [1]. The amount of CO2 absorbed by the upper layer of the
oceans is increasing by about 2 billion tons per year. If known fossil fuel reserves
are combusted it is predicted that the global mean ocean pH will fall significantly to
7.5 or less within the timeframe of 100-300 years, depending on emission scenarios
and mitigation [23]. A change that is greater than experienced in the past 300
million years, with the possible exception of those resulting from rare, catastrophic
events through the history of earth [22].

Climate change and global warming is one of the greatest challenges of our
time. The main contributor to global warming is anthropogenic CO2 emissions,
mainly from burning of fossil fuels. It it is inevitable that the CO2 emissions have
to be dramatically reduced to stop global warming. However, a growing population
and increasing welfare has and will lead to a tremendous growth in the energy
demand of the world. According to the International Energy Agency (IEA) fossil
fuel will continue to be the most important source of energy for a long time. The
challenge is therefore to substantially decrease the anthropogenic CO2 emission
and at same time provide the world with energy.
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1.2 Mitigation options

Figure 1.2: Show how different technologies have to contribute to meet the energy sector
target of cutting CO2 emissions by more than half by 2050. CCS contributes to 14% of
total emission reductions through 2050. The figure is from [44].

There are multiple options for overcoming this challenge, such as; an increased
use of renewable energy, concentrate on energy conservation and efficiency, and
Carbon Capture Transportation and Storage (CCS), see Figure 1.2. It is clear that
one of these actions can not do the job alone, and all of them have to contribute if
we shall be able to decrease greenhouse gases and limit the global temperature.

There exist some studies explicitly limiting or eliminating CCS technologies
in mitigation scenarios without ruling out the feasibility of a 2oC target [9]. Then
substantial reductions in CO2 emission is required the next decades. However the
ones following the 2020 emission reduction pledge by countries were found to
be unfeasible or extremely costly [10, 35, 53]. Hence, CCS seems inevitable and
should be explored as a potential toll to reduce further CO2 emissions.



Chapter 2

Carbon Capture Transportation and Storage
(CCS)

Carbon Capture Transportation and Storage (CCS) is a promising technology to
overcome the problems with the increased anthropogenic CO2 in the atmosphere.
To be able to store the CO2 under ground it must firstly be captured, preferably
from large power plants producing/wasting huge amounts of CO2, as cement man-
ufactures, iron and steel making and natural gas treatment. After the CO2 is cap-
tured it must be transported to the storage sites. The CO2 is then injected into
stable geological formation that can trap the CO2 for hundreds and thousands of
years preventing it from seeping into the atmosphere or ocean. For CCS to be a
feasible and reliable option storage sites must be designed not to leak [40]. To se-
cure this general international regulations for CO2 storage projects exist, among
them the EU directive 2009/31/EC [34]. However, more research is needed and
in the case of subsea CO2 storage the potential effect of leakage into the marine
environment is addressed.

As long as fossil fuels and carbon-intensive industries play dominant roles in
our economies, CCS will remain a critical greenhouse gas reduction solution. If the
long-term global average temperature is to be limited, International Energy Agency
IEA analysis shows that CCS is an integral part of any lowest-cost mitigation sce-
nario [44]. To address the emissions reduction challenge the total CO2 capture and
storage rate should be around 10 gigatonnes of CO2 per year (GtCO2/yr) in 2050.
As a comparison in 2013 more than 36 GtCO2 were emitted.

The components of the CCS chain have been demonstrated at or close to full
industrial scale [69, 80]. Most of the cost lies within the with capture part, while
the storage part poses most uncertainty. There are challenges in quantification of
storage potential and in the tracking verification and monitoring of injected CO2.
There is also uncertainty in the fail-safe retention of CO2 so that a storage site can
be transferred to government as a low-risk proposition for long-term care and main-
tenance. Hence, significant challenges exist within engineering and researching to
ensure that the CO2 is trapped.
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2.1 CCS and the marine environment

If CCS is to be considered a safe and reliable option for mitigating the increasing
levels of CO2 in the atmosphere, it is important to assure that storage sites does not
leak and keep CO2 stored for decades [40]. If not the decreasing effectiveness of
the power plants with CCS might lead to increased CO2 releases, the opposite of
what is the scope.

In Norway all possible storage sites except from Svalbard are offshore. The
London Convention and the Oslo-Paris Convention (OSPAR for the North Sea)
will apply for these sites. These guidelines include six stages of risk and impact
assessment to execute before, during and after injection of CO2. This includes,
among others, an impact assessment in the marine environment, i.e. monitoring to
detect a potential leak into shallow sediments, seafloor and the water column. In
this thesis a leakage is used about CO2 escaping from a storage site and into the
marine waters. The EU Emission Trading Scheme (EU ETS) treats leakage from
geological storage as emissions, and it needs to be quantified [45].

Government and international regulations will for any CO2 storage project re-
quire risk and environmental status assessment to sustain future monitoring pro-
grams. These assessments will have to include potential impact on marine envi-
ronment, and will have to outline a subsequent monitoring program for detection,
localization and quantification of a leak. This is a challenging task to perform
in marine waters since it will be close to impossible to prove that an identified in-
crease in CO2 concentration stems from a particular storage site, unless the injected
CO2 is marked with an unique tracer.

Understanding the potential for CO2 leaked from CCS and the impact it may
have on the marine environment is a complex problem. It requires an understand-
ing of physical dispersion, the behavior of plumes, marine chemistry and ecolog-
ical relationships. One of the key issues is understanding the spread, persistence
and impact of a CCS derived leak. All storage sites will be designed not to leak,
however a probability of leakage will always be present, and if leakage should
occur it is important to be convinced that its impact is less than the long term con-
sequences of climate change and the uptake of anthropogenic created atmospheric
CO2 [56].

Simulation of different leakage scenarios imply that an alternation in pH due
to leakage from geological stored CO2 will only have local effects [3, 16]. Nev-
ertheless the local acidification may have impact on marine biota in the area [23].
In the vicinity of the leak the pH may decrease lower than ∼ 7.5. However, the
pH will return to normal within a relatively short timeframe, provided that the leak
is temporary. Therefore, a potential leakage must be detected as soon as possible,
and to avoid fatal consequences it should be stopped. To be able to detect leak-
ages, knowledge of how CO2 is distributed and absorbed in the ocean and how this
affects the marine environment is vital.

Broadly speaking there are two potential leak sources connection with CCS;
1) leakage during transportation from pipelines, and 2) leakage directly from the
geological storage site, see Figure 2.1. A leakage from the storage site will either
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be a plume or individual rising droplets or bubbles, depending on the flux. In this
process models describing rise and dissolution of CO2 droplets/bubbles play an
important role [4, 28].

Figure 2.1: Possible leakage scenarios in connection with CCS; 1) leakage from trans-
portation, or 2) leakage from the storage site.

An important part of the imposed requirements for a storage project is an ade-
quate design of monitoring program. The program will have three main objectives;
i) assure that a potential leak will be early detected, ii) if no leak is detected the pro-
gram should contribute to build an accurate base line to capture changes in trends
caused by natural or human activities, and iii) to assure that other changes in CO2

concentration than those caused by CCS is added on the CCS account to prevent
unjustifiable accusations about leaks and environmental damages [18].

2.2 Monitoring of CO2 storage

CO2 injected into aquifers, or other geological formations, will be buoyant and
hence try to rise. A number of different trapping mechanism will keep the injected
CO2 contained in the formation selected. Although several trapping mechanisms
exist and will hinder unexpected transportations of CO2 upwards in the formation
with the potential of eventually leaking into the water column, leakage cannot be
ruled out as a possibility. The transport of the CO2 within the formation might
cause pathways to the surface to become probable, or the CO2 might create new
pathways [64]. Such pathways may be wells, faults or fractures that perforate
the storage formation, or is reached if the CO2 rises through to other shallower
formations. This might lead to very localized leaks, with possible high flux rates,
far away from the injection site. More diffusive leaks may be caused by CO2

migrating through the overburden reaching the surface over a relatively large area.
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Even if the formation is being monitored through seismic and other remote
methods, and the bulk part of the CO2 plume within the formation is followed
from year to year, there will still be uncertainties regarding how much of the CO2

is being contained in the plume. In other words, what is the detection limit of
CO2 migrating toward the surface, and are we looking at the right place for such
pathways? Numerical simulation tools will be good tools in this respect, but even
these will be inaccurate and have uncertainties [62].

In connection with monitoring and quantification in marine waters there are
many challenges to overcome. Knowledge on how CO2 is distributed and absorbed
in the ocean and how this affects the marine environment is vital. Understanding
near-field diffusion and dispersion processes are important to assess effects on the
marine biota in the vicinity of a seep. In addition, the transport on larger spatial and
temporal scales, including the rate of outgassing to the atmosphere and the buffer-
ing capacity offered by the ocean, are essential to be able to design a monitoring
program that covers large areas.

Figure 2.2: Possible leakage pathways from the storage site to seabed; (1) through frac-
tions or faults, old wells (2), injections wells (3), along production wells (4) or a more
diluted leakage through the sediments.

There exist several possible leakage pathways from storage site to the seafloor;
through wells, fractures and faults in addition to maybe more diffuse leakage
through the sediments, see Figure 2.2. In general the leakage will either be di-
luted with a limited mass flux, for instance through sediments, or more dense with
a high mass flux. Failure in injection wells or transportation pipes will most likely
result in the latter case. Local current conditions and the small scale mixing will
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determine where a signal of a CO2 leak is transported, and how quickly it disperses
and become indistinct from the natural variability. The mixing rate changes with
atmospheric forcing, tidal currents and local topography.

Studies indicates that CO2 bubbles dissolves in the bottom layer and in a small
area around the leak source, and strong currents and tidal cycles will dilute the
solution [3]. This indicated that a leakage from a point source will have limited
localized environmental impact. More studies are needed in the case of a more
diffuse leakage scenario, when number of spatial distributed leaks interacts.

Acidification of marine waters caused by leakage of CO2 is one trend that is
important to capture when monitoring the marine environment. In all cases an in-
crease in CO2 concentration is expected in the vicinity of a leak, with subsequent
possible environmental impacts [16]. Environmental changes might serve as indi-
cators that a leak is occurring, either through changes in bottom fauna, such as new
occurrences of bacterial mats [81], or changes in the pelagic ecosystem [61].

Several monitoring equipment and methods already exists and are being devel-
oped [5, 52, 73]. Sidescan Sonar Bathymery and Seabed Multibeam Bathymery
are effective methods to cover a large area in relatively short time. Bubble stream
detection using remotely operated vehicles (ROV) or autonomous underwater vehi-
cles (AUV) are also possible. If there is a need to continuously monitor the marine
environment, fixed installation can be placed on the seafloor or in the water col-
umn. Acoustic methods can be used to detect bubble trains, plumes and quantify
fluxes.

To design a monitoring program is highly dependent on having a proper un-
derstanding of the environment prior to the injection start. A baseline database of
important environmental parameters is an absolute requirement. Which data and
parameters to collect will be highly site specific, and the data should be gathered
over years. Keep in mind that the area to be studied will be much larger than other
offshore activities and the time frame of study is much longer. It is therefore im-
portant that long time series are gathered and that the monitoring is designed to
keep adding to the environmental baseline in order to incorporate trends caused by
other activities or by natural variations.

2.3 Contribution

The work done in this thesis contributes in the marine monitoring program in the
CCS research field. It is motivated from the desire to contribute in designing re-
liable and safe storage sites, and to assure that a potential leak from geological
CO2 will be detected. The papers use the same mathematical tools, uncertainty as-
sessment using linearized covariance analysis and optimization using the genetic
algorithm. The overall subject is quantification of uncertainties in models that are
all linked to CCS and monitoring, either through the mathematical equations de-
scribing a sub model in simulation of leakage or in quantification of the probability
to detect a CO2 leakage on the seafloor.

Only with a proper understanding of the processes involved during a seep will
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an estimate of the spatial and temporal footprint of a potential leak be reliable.
Such a footprint is essential for subsequent impact assessments and for designing
a monitoring program for the marine environment. In a hypothetical leak scenario,
CO2 bubbles/droplets will ascent through the water column and gradually dissolve,
acidifying the water. The rise and dissolution of CO2 in the water column is impor-
tant sub models in the complex system simulating advection, diffusion and mixing
of CO2 in the water column.

In Paper A and B experimental design is used to assess the parameter uncer-
tainties in the rise velocity for a CO2 droplet. Since the parameter uncertainty can
be estimated prior to the experiment a suggestion on how to design an experiment
aiming to minimize the uncertainties is also given. How these uncertainties effects
in the rise and dissolution of a CO2 droplet in the water column is also studied.
The coupled differential equation describing rise and dissolution is a sub-model in
a plume model. The simulations from a bubble plume model [3] is used as a basis
for describing the leakage distribution around a leakage point in the Papers C and
D.

Seafloor depth above possible leakage sites in the North Sea is shallower than
500 m, hence a CO2 leakage will in general be in the bubble regime. Hence, the
droplet equations studied in the first two papers are not directly useable for this
region. However the methods used in the papers can also be used for CO2 bubble
equations, and experimental design should be included in the process of parameter
estimation.

Paper C and D demonstrate how environmental statistics may assist in design-
ing a monitoring program. They give a quantification of the probability to detect
a leakage in a variable marine environment. Optimal strategies for placement of
sensors maximizing the probability of detecting a leak are provided, both at fixed
installations and during surveys. As a basis a synthetic map is used to predict a
leakage scenario, where faults and wells have different probability of leakage. The
leakage footprint is simulated under varying current conditions, where a bubble
plume model is used as the source [29] in a general circulation model.
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Modeling CO2 particles in marine waters

The marine waters are in constant motion and are characterized with high spa-
tial and temporal variability. The tides change current directions, wind alters the
amount of mixing, and local topography might change the local current conditions
[2]. Seasonal variations might also be significant. Hence, leakage footprints are
varying signals depending on the local oceanic and atmospheric conditions.

Dispersion of CO2 in seawater is a complex process. Observations form exper-
iments and natural leakage show that CO2 will most likely enter the water as either
bubble (gaseous phase) or droplets (liquid phase) of varying size [20], dependent
on the leakage pathway. CO2 is buoyant and soluble in seawater above 3000 m, if
between ∼ 3000-500 m the CO2 will be in liquid phase if shallower than ∼ 500m
the CO2 will in gaseous phase [4]. The collective term for a bubble or a droplet is
a particle.

Depending on the release depth, temperature of surroundings and flux the CO2

will either completely solve in seawater or rise all the way up to the surface and
get released to the atmosphere. If the temperature of the surrounding seawater is
below 9oC, hydrates may form on the particle surface, changing the CO2 seawater
dynamic, essentially slow down the dissolution of CO2 [8, 60], see Figure 3.1 [14].
A plume is emerged if the number of CO2 particles are high. Through interfacial
drag and mass transfer there will be a two way coupling between the particles and
the surrounding water [4, 28].

One of the key features in all of this is the speed of which CO2 particles ascend
through the water column, and how fast mass transfer dissolves the CO2 content
into the water masses. These two processes are interlinked; a fast moving particles
will dissolve faster. An interface separates the particle, dispersed phase, from the
surrounding medium, the continuous phase. Coupling through mass, momentum
and energy transfer occurs in the interaction between the particle and the surround-
ing medium. In the following section the concept of momentum and mass will be
addressed to define the numerical model describing the rise and dissolution of a
single CO2 particle in seawater. Most of the basic theory presented in the next
sections is taken from the textbooks [25, 27].
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Figure 3.1: Phase Diagram for CO2 in the ocean, Figure is from [14]. Gray area: region
of stability for CO2 hydrates; dashed line - gas/liquid phase transition for pure CO2; red
line - depth -temperature profile of the Pacific Ocean at 152oW, 40oN; green line - CO2

density; blue line - seawater density (35.0 PSU).

3.1 Rise velocity

Newton’s second law, stating that the net force acting on a system is equal to the
rate of chance of momentum in the system, governs the motion of particles in
fluids. The momentum equation for an incompressible fluid particle is

md
duuu
dt

= (ms −md)ggg−FFFd. (3.1)

Here md and uuu is the mass and the velocity of the particle respectively, t is the time.
The first term on the right hand side is the buoyancy forces, where ms is the mass
of the displaced surrounding medium and ggg the gravitational acceleration. FFFd is
the drag force of the particle and represent the surface force, acting on the surface
of the particle.

Fluid particles can have a range of shapes under influence of external fluid
fields, and the shape effects both mass transfer and motion. Moving in free
rise or fall under influence of gravity, fluid particles are generally grouped under
three shapes: the spherical, the ellipsoidal and the spherical-cap or ellipsoidal-cap
regime [25].

In this thesis CO2 in seawater is studied, hence the surrounding medium is
seawater and particle medium is CO2. The rise velocity of the CO2 particle is
derived from the spherical equivalent to equation (3.1), given by

4

3
πr3ρd

duuu
dt

=
4

3
πgggr3(ρs −ρd)−FFFd.
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Here ρd and ρs is the density of the particle and the seawater respectively, and r
is the radius. The drag force acts opposite to the direction of the movement of the
particle and represents a resistance that the particle experience due to the presence
of the continuous phase. A quadratic law is assumed for the drag force,

FFFd =Cd
1

2
ρs|uuu− vvv|(uuu− vvv)πr2,

where Cd is a dimension less drag coefficient, and will be discussed later, and vvv
the velocity of the medium surrounding the particle. If there is no acceleration of
the relative velocity between the particle and the surrounding medium a balance of
buoyant and friction forces is obtained

4

3
πgr3(ρs −ρd) =Cd

1

2
ρsu2

T πr2.

Then the vertical terminal velocity uT of a particle rising in sea water is given by
(uT = ‖uuu− vvv‖)

uT =

√
8gr(ρs −ρd)

3Cdρs
. (3.2)

The particles studied here are in general not spherical, and the radius, r, is replaced
by the equivalent radius, re,

re = (a2b)1/3.

The equivalent radius is the radius of a sphere having the equivalent volume as
the particles studied [25]. In the equation above a and b are major and minor
semi axes of the imagined particle respectively. Spheroids can be approximated by
combining two semi-spheroids of different height and same major axis, such that
b = (b1 +b2)/2, see Figure 3.2.

a

b1

b2

Figure 3.2: Idealized shape of a rising particle, two semi-spheroids of different height and
same major axis.

The drag coefficient

The drag depends on hydrodynamic characteristics of the flow, on particle shape
and orientation with respect to flow, on properties of the particles, the shape of
the surface past which the fluid moves and on the properties of the surrounding
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medium. Numerous expressions for the drag coefficient exist, they are in general
complex and expressed though dimensionless numbers such as the Reynolds num-
ber, Re, the Weber number, We, and the Eötvös number, Eo, given by

Eo = 4gr2
e(ρs −ρd)σ−1 Re = 2reρsuT μ−1 We = 2reρsuT σ−1

where μ is the dynamic viscosity and σ is the interfacial tension.
There are very limited experimental and in-situ measurements of CO2 seeping

from the seafloor and behavior of CO2 in seawater for verification of numerical
models. However a few in-situ experiments by MBARI [21, 36] and laboratory
experiments [14, 15] have led to various expressions for the drag coefficient. Stan-
dard Rayleigh curves for a single sphere moving at constant velocity are derived
from experimental studies. For deformable particles, changing in size and shape,
theoretically determining the drag coefficient involves serious difficulties, and is in
most cases estimated using experimental data and empirical correlations [50]. In
[50] a review over the drag coefficient of various shaped particles is given, stating
that the choice of drag coefficient is, among other, dependent on flow pattern of the
dispersion, values of the Re, Mo and We and particle size and shape.

The drag coefficient can be split into the friction factor, fc,h, and the deforma-
tion factor, D:

Cd = fc,hD, (3.3)

where the deformation factor, D = (a/re)
2, account for non sphericity of the par-

ticle. The friction factor is dependent on whether the particle is covered with a
hydrate skin or not. To distinguish between the two situations the subscript c will
be used for hydrate free, and h for hydrate coated particles.

In Paper A and B we study the rise velocity for liquid CO2 droplets with and
without hydrate skin. The studies use expressions from [15], where the authors per-
formed parameter estimation on experimental data from [14] to derive the expres-
sion. Under the assumption that bubbles attain shapes that minimize their energies,
the deformation factor can be expressed as

D =[2/(3.974×10−3(We−12.62)2 −7.186×10−4(Eo−17.87)2 (3.4)

+3.280×10−5EoWe((Eo−27.77)(We−8.405)+67.08)+1.130)]2.

To estimate the friction factor, known asymptotical behaviors are used as first
approximation, and subsequent adjustments are added using curve fitting. The
experiment was conducted in a stainless steel tank where the temperature and pres-
sure were held constant during an experiment. Droplets of different shapes and
sizes were released and cameras were recording shape, size and velocity for each
droplet, for more details about the experiment see [14] and reference therein.

The friction factor, fc, will in general vary with the physical properties of the
droplet studied [14, 19, 36]. For particles without hydrate skin [14] calculated the
friction factor to be

fh =
9

Re
+0.9

0.75Eo2

0.75Eo2 +4.5
=

9

Re
+

αhEo2

γhEo2 +ωh
, (3.5)
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for hydrate coated droplets. While the friction factor for hydrate free droplets is

fc =
48

Re
+0.9

0.75Eo2 +0.6

0.75Eo2 +14.5
=

48

Re
+

αcEo2 +βc

γcEo2 +ωc
. (3.6)

Here αh,c,βc,γh,c and ωh,c are parameters decided using curve fitting, which is a
well known method for finding unknown parameters in an expression.

In Paper A the uncertainty in the parameters in equation (3.6) are investigated
and a suggestion on how to optimize the experiment aiming to reduce the uncer-
tainties are presented. To make the study of the terminal velocity possible, the
parameters in the friction factor are reduced to three linear independent parame-
ters, ΘΘΘ = [Θ1 Θ2 Θ3], giving

fc =
48

Re
+Θ1

(Eo2 +Θ2)

(Eo2 +Θ3)
.

The rise velocity is seen on as a function of the equivalent radius and the pa-
rameters, while the other variables are assumed to be constant. Both the friction
factor fc= fc(uT ,Θi), equation (3.6), and the deformation factor D=D(uT ), equa-
tion (3.4), are dependent on the velocity, through the Reynolds number and the
Weber number respectively. Solving equation (3.2) gives a polynomial P(uT )=0
of order eight and the solution is

uT = uT (re,ΘΘΘ),

where uT must be solved numerically.
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Figure 3.3: Show the rise velocity, black line, for a hydrate free CO2 droplet as function of
the equivalent radius using the parameter values found in [14], P=22 MPa, T=13.9oC.

The blue line shows how the parameter uncertainties effect the rise velocity.
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In Bigalke et. al [14] they performed three experiments for hydrate free CO2

droplets for three different pressure and temperature (P/T) conditions. Figure 3.3
shows the rise velocity, black line, for one of these P/T conditions as function of
the equivalent radius. Note that, in the beginning the velocity increases together
with increasing radius, when the droplet gets bigger the velocity decreases due to
friction before it gradually increases again. The uncertainty in the rise velocity
due to parameter uncertainties is also shown in the Figure 3.3, blue lines, the true
parameter values lines with 95% probability within this area.

3.2 Dissolution of CO2 in the water column

The continuity equation for a particle states that the rate of change of particle mass
is the negative value of the mass flux through the particle surface,

dmd

dt
=−ρswS, (3.7)

where md is the mass of the particle, ρs is the density of the continuos phase (sea-
water) at the particle surface S and w is the velocity through the particle surface
(uniform and positive if mass is transferred out of the particle). The mass flux,
ρsw, through the particle surface is due to evaporation or condensation, hence the
transport of particle vapor to or from the particle surface and the change of phase
on the surface. This process is driven by the difference in fluid mass concentration
between surface and ambient fluid.

Fick’s law gives the mass flux at the surface,

ρsw =−Dv
∂ρd

∂nn
,

where nn is the coordinate normal to the surface in the direction out from the par-
ticle, Dv is the diffusion coefficient and ρd the particle density. Based on the as-
sumption that the mass fraction of the particle is much less than unity the equation
can be expressed as

ρsw =−ρsDv
∂ρd/ρs

∂nn
= ρsDv

∂ωd

∂nn
,

where ωd is the mass fraction of the dispersed phase. The diffusion coefficient is
scalar in water

Dv =
7.1141 ·10−15(273.15+T)

μc
,

where T is the temperature of the fluid in the continuous phase, and the dynamic
viscosity for seawater at 20oC and salinity S=36 psu is μc=μSW=1.075 · 10−3

kgm/s.
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For a particle of radius r the gradient in mass fraction must be proportional to
the mass fraction between the surface and the free stream and inverse proportional
to the particle diameter,

ρsw ∼ ρcDv
ωd,s −ωd,∞

2r
,

where the subscripts s and ∞ denote at the surface and in the free stream respec-
tively. The density ρc is the representative density and can be the average density
between the surface and the free stream, but in most cases it should be considered
as the density in the free stream (continuous phase).

From the continuity equation (3.7), the rate of change of a spherical particle is
proportional to,

dm
dt

∼ π4r2Dv
ωd,s −ωd,∞

2r
= 2πrDv(ωd,s −ωd,∞).

The Sheerwood number is the proportionality constant and

dm
dt

= 2ShπrDv(ωd,s −ωd,∞). (3.8)

As for the friction factor and deformation factor in the rise velocity, the Sherwood
number in the mass transfer equation should in general be estimated from experi-
ments for each specific case.

The Sherwood number

The Sherwood number is found by a correlation that represents the effect of relative
velocity between the particle and the surrounding medium, this effect is to increase
the rate of mass transfer. The correlation is often referred to as the Ranz-Marshall
correlation and is formulated as [27],

Sh = 2+αRe1/2Sc1/3.

Sc is the Schmidth number, Sc = νc/Dv, where νc = μc/ρc is the kinematic viscos-
ity and Re is the Reynolds number. The value of the factor α in the Ranz-Marshall
equation is dependent on which regime the Reynolds number is in

• α = 0.60 if 2 < Re < 200, this is the standard factor for most textbooks.

• If 30 < Re < 2000, then a better value is α = 0.69 [27].

• If 20 < Re < 2000, then α = 0.79 for mass transfer to water [68] .

In paper B,

Shc = 2+0.96Re
1/2
r Sc1/3, (3.9)
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is used as the Sherwood number for a hydrate free droplet, see black dashed line in
Figure 3.4.

For hydrate covered particles, the Sherwood number can be found through var-
ious correlations or can be derived from experimental data. There exist a limited
amount of experimental data for mass transfer of CO2 particle in seawater. From
those experiments, e.g. [21, 63], different models have been derived and sug-
gested, e.g. [36, 42, 60, 65]. Since a direct comparison is difficult, especially in
the presence of hydrate, the model suggested by Chen et al. [24] is used in Paper
B, together with their expression for the solubility of CO2. Hence, the Sherwood
number for hydrate coated droplets is

Shh = 2+0.96Re
1/2
r Sc1/3

(1+4.6707×10−4Re−1.1871×10−6Re2 +1.4766×109Re4), (3.10)

where the last term is the ration of total effective droplet area to total area of an
equivalent sphere, see blue line in Figure 3.4. Solubility of CO2 droplets decreases
with decreasing pressure and due to hydrate coating it increases with increasing
temperature, in contrast to hydrate free CO2 droplets [8].
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Figure 3.4: Show the Sherwood number as a function of the Reynolds number for the
hydrate free droplet, black dashed lie (equation (3.9)), and hydrate coated droplet, blue
solid line (equation(3.10)).

3.3 Rise and dissolution of a single CO2 droplet in seawater

Given the equation for the rise velocity, equation (3.2), and the mass transfer, equa-
tion (3.8), the numerical model for the rise and dissolution of a CO2 single droplet
in seawater can be described by the coupled differential equation

dz
dt

= uT =

√
8gre(ρs −ρd)

3D(uT ) fc,h(uT )ρs
, (3.11)

dm
dt

= Ṁ = 2Shc,h(uT )πrDv(ωd,s −ωd,∞), (3.12)
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where it is assumed that it is no horizontal current, and that the concentration in
the ambient water ωd,∞ = 0. The drag coefficient is defined in equation (3.4), the
friction factor and Sherwood number for hydrate coated and hydrate free droplets
is given in equations (3.5), (3.10), (3.6) and (3.9) respectively.

A theoretical example of how a CO2 droplet dissolves in the water column
is shown in Figure 3.5. The ODE’s are integrated with a 4-5 order Runge-Kutta
method. Seawater and droplet densities are calculated from Gibbs seawater (GSW)
Oceanic toolbox [58] and a 32 term Modified Benedict-Webb-Rubin equation of
state [77] respectively. The salinity S=34.8 psu, and temperature T=2oC. The
droplets are released at 800 meter and the initial droplet diameter is 1 cm, when
the droplet diameter is 1 mm the simulation stops and it is assumed that the re-
maining mass is dissolved at the last depth. The droplets surface concentration,
Cs = 1363.33× 44.01g/m3, is constant [78]. Note that hydrate free CO2 droplets
do not exist in seawater for temperatures lower than 10oC, it is included in Figure
3.5 as a graphical illustration. Hence the simulations are strictly theoretical.
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Figure 3.5: Dissolved CO2 for a single CO2 droplet with, blue solid line, and without,
black dashed line, hydrate coating. The release depth is 800 m and the seawater temper-
ature is set to 2oC, the initial droplet diameter is 1 cm.

The simple model above follow the motion of individual particle in the ocean,
described in Lagrangian coordinates. When the number of particles is high the
modeling becomes challenging, and the approach is only practical for a small
amount of particles. Therefore, one must turn to field description, Eulerian co-
ordinates, to model the volume fraction occupied by the particle within a control
volume. Then there is a need to account for the two way coupling and the dual in-
teraction between particles and seawater. A momentum source term to account for
interfacial drag must be included in the standard hydro mechanical equations . In
addition, the increased level of CO2 must be incorporated through an equation of
state, ρSW = ρ(S,T,Cd,∞) [4, 24, 31, 32].
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Chapter 4

Tools and Methodology

In this chapter, the mathematical theory used in the papers in the thesis are ex-
plained. Firstly the theory behind experimental design through linearized covari-
ance analysis is introduced. Thereafter the optimization method, the genetic algo-
rithm is briefly described.

4.1 Assessing parameter uncertainties by linearized covariance
analysis

An important part of a parameter estimation problem is to determine the uncer-
tainty in the parameters, by doing that one can state a region for which the parame-
ters are likely to be. This region is dependent on uncertainties in the measurements
and the experimental setup. Preferably the uncertainty region should be as small
as possible, this is achieved by optimizing the experiment, hence designing a best
way to conduct the experiment. Having knowledge about the parameters and the
profile of the model in question this optimization can be done prior to the exper-
iment using theory from nonlinear regression, the linearized covariance analysis
(LCA) method. Most of the theory presented in the next sections is taken from the
textbooks [12, 72].

4.1.1 Parameter estimation

The basic principle behind parameter estimation is as follow: given a set of data,
often obtained from measurements, and a function dependent on a set of unknown
parameters, then the aim is to estimate the parameter values such that the data
matches the function. It is grounded on the assumption that there exist a true
parameter set Θ̂ΘΘ and a physical correct model f such that the data y j, from for
instance an experiment, may be expressed as

y j = f (xxx j, Θ̂ΘΘ)+ ε j j = 1, . . . ,n. (4.1)

Here ε j are the measurement errors of case j which are assumed to be independent

and normally distributed with zero mean, variance ϑ 2 and covariance matrix ΣΣΣ =
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ϑϑϑ 2III. The vector xxx j consist of (measurable) variables for the jth case, and n is
the number of measurements. When analyzing a particular set of data the vector
xxx j is considered as fixed, and the focus is on the dependence of the model f on
ΘΘΘ. By creating the n-vectors fff (ΘΘΘ) = [ f (xxx1,ΘΘΘ), f (xxx2,ΘΘΘ), . . . , f (xxxn,ΘΘΘ)]T and YYY =
[y1,,y2, . . . ,yn] the measurements of the nonlinear model studied can be write as

YYY = fff (Θ̂ΘΘ)+ εεε,

where Θ̂ΘΘ is the true parameter vector. Because of the measurement errors the
matching of YYY to fff can never be exact, the aim is to find the set of parameters
ΘΘΘ∗ so that the matching is satisfying. The most commonly used method to find
this set of parameters is the least square method which provides the estimated pa-
rameters, ΘΘΘ∗, that minimizes the objective function [72]

S(ΘΘΘ) = (YYY − fff (ΘΘΘ))T ΣΣΣ−1(YYY − fff (ΘΘΘ)), (4.2)

where ΣΣΣ is the covariance matrix for the measurement errors. Solving scalar non-
linear optimization problems is a widely discussed and researched topic, several
methods with citations are discussed in detail in for instance Seber and Wild
[72] and Aster et al. [6]. Least square optimization methods exploit the struc-
ture of sums of squares and Newton’s method, due to its speed, serve as basis
in many methods in nonlinear optimization. Both Gauss-Newton method and the
Levenberg-Marquradt method [55, 57] are example of such methods.

It should be mentioned that nonlinear least square problem can have difficulties
with ill-posed problems, and the problem typically grows with increasing number
of model parameters [6]. Essentially ill-posed means that a small change in the
input value leads to an enormous change in the estimated model, this problem
can be overcome by including a regularization term, R(ΘΘΘ), in the least square
minimization. Hence solving

S(ΘΘΘ) = (YYY − fff (ΘΘΘ))T ΣΣΣ−1(YYY − fff (ΘΘΘ))+R(ΘΘΘ),

instead of equation (4.2). One of the most used regularization techniques is the
Tikhonove regularization [79]. Due to the low number of parameters in the prob-
lems discussed in the papers it is assume that R(ΘΘΘ) = 0.

4.1.2 Confidence region

Due to (measurement) errors ΘΘΘ∗ �= Θ̂ΘΘ, therefor it is important to specify a region in
parameter space, called a 100(1−α)% confidence region, which with a probability
of 100(1−α)% contains the true parameters. The confidence region is found by
examine the shape of the objective function S(ΘΘΘ), equation (4.2). The estimated
parameters that minimize equation (4.2) is ΘΘΘ∗ such that ∂S/∂ΘΘΘ = 0. If the model
is linear, an exact confidence region is given by

(ΘΘΘ∗ − Θ̂ΘΘ)XXXT XXX(ΘΘΘ∗ − Θ̂ΘΘ)≤ χ2
p,α ,
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where XXX is the coefficient matrix of the linear model, i.e. fff (ΘΘΘ) = XXXT ΘΘΘ and χ2
p,α is

the upper α quantile for the χ2 distribution with p degrees of freedom. When the
model is nonlinear the problem is more complex. However if the nonlinear model
can be well approximated by a linear function for the set of parameters contained
in the confidence region a similar inequality as above can be found where XXXT XXX
is replaced by an approximated covariance matrix for the estimated parameters,
PPP=E[(ΘΘΘ∗−Θ̂ΘΘ)(ΘΘΘ∗−Θ̂ΘΘ)T ]. It is a basis for linear covariance analysis; a derivation
of PPP and a detailed description on LCA can be found in [7, 39], and is also included
the following section.

Derivation of the linear covariance matrix

Assuming that the true parameters exist Θ̂ΘΘ such that the data YYY is given by the
nonlinear model fff (Θ̂ΘΘ) in the following way

YYY = fff (Θ̂ΘΘ)+ εεε.

Since the errors, εεε , are assumed to be normally distributed with covariance matrix
Σ = E[εεεεεεT ], the data vector has the probability distribution

p(εεε) =
1

(2π)n/2‖ΣΣΣ‖1/2
e−

1
2 εεεT ΣΣΣT εεε .

By minimizing the objective function

S(ΘΘΘ) = (YYY − fff (((ΘΘΘ))))T ΣΣΣ−1(YYY − fff (((ΘΘΘ)))),

with respect to ΘΘΘ, the estimated parameters ΘΘΘ∗ is found. Since the true parameter
vector is fixed the minimization problem can be minimized with respect to the
estimation error κκκ = ΘΘΘ∗ − Θ̂ΘΘ.

Linear covariance analysis is based on the assumption that the model function
fff (ΘΘΘ) can be approximated by a linear function in the vicinity of Θ̂ΘΘ. Hence

fff (Θ̂ΘΘ+κκκ)≈ fff (Θ̂ΘΘ)+∑
i

∂ fff (Θ̂ΘΘ)

∂Θi
κi = fff (Θ̂ΘΘ)+AAAκκκ. (4.3)

At the minimum of S(ΘΘΘ)

∂
∂κi

[
(YYY − fff (Θ̂ΘΘ+κκκ))T ΣΣΣ−1(YYY − fff (Θ̂ΘΘ+κκκ))

]
= 0 i = 1,2, . . . , p

⇓
∂

∂κi

[
(εεε −AAAκκκ)T ΣΣΣ−1(εεε −AAAκκκ)

]
= 0

⇓
AAAT ΣΣΣ−1(εεε −AAAκκκ) = 0

⇓
AAAT ΣΣΣ−1AAAκκκ = AAAT ΣΣΣ−1εεε. (4.4)
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Hence κκκ is normal distributed since εεε is, and the covariance matrix PPP = E[κκκT κκκ]
can be calculated by right multiplying equation (4.4) by its transposed and taking
the expectance,

E
[
AAAT ΣΣΣ−1AAAκκκκκκT (AAAT ΣΣΣ−1AAA)T ]= E[AAAT ΣΣΣ−1εεεεεεT (AAAT ΣΣΣ−1)T ]

⇓
AAAT ΣΣΣ−1AAAE[κκκκκκT ]AAAT ΣΣΣ−T AAA = AAAT ΣΣΣ−1E[εεεεεεT ]ΣΣΣ−T AAA

since AAA and ΣΣΣ are constant in this expression. Substituting ΣΣΣ = E[εεεεεεT ] and PPP =
E[κκκκκκT ], if follows by canceling AAAT ΣΣΣ−1AAA on both sides that

AAAT ΣΣΣ−1AAAPPP = III.

If the sensitivity matrix AAA has full rank the expression for the covariance matrix of

the estimated parameters is PPP =
(
AAAT ΣΣΣ−1AAA

)−1
.

4.1.3 Linear covariance analysis

For a generalized least square objective function of the kind shown in equation
(4.2), PPP is given by

PPP = (AAAT ΣΣΣ−1AAA)−1. (4.5)

The sensitivity matrix of the simulated values is the Jacobian of fff (ΘΘΘ) and have
columns aaai = ∂ fff/∂Θi (i = 1,2, . . . , p) where p is the number of parameters. It is
easily seen that the matrix PPP becomes a square matrix with dimension p× p. Note
that equation (4.5) is only valid if the sensitivity matrix AAA has full rank, that is, the
parameters must be linear independent and the number of measurements must be
greater or equal to the number of parameters (n ≥ p).

An approximate confidence region is given by

(ΘΘΘ∗ − Θ̂ΘΘ)PPP−1(ΘΘΘ∗ − Θ̂ΘΘ)≤ χ2
p,α , (4.6)

where χ2
p,α is the upper α quantity for the χ2 distribution with p degrees of free-

dom. If the model is linear the region will be exact. If the covariance matrix exists
it is symmetric and positive definite, and PPP−1 can be diagonalized as

PPP−1 =WWW T ΛΛΛWWW , (4.7)

where ΛΛΛ is a diagonal matrix of positive eigenvalues and the columns of WWW
are orthonormal eigenvectors. The confidence region can be visualized as a p-
dimensional ellipsoid where the i-th semi major ellipsoid axis direction is defined

by WWW ·,i and has length
√

(χ2
p,α/ΛΛΛi,i), visualized in Figure 4.1.
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Figure 4.1: A 2-dimensional illustration of a projection of the confidence region to obtain
a 100(1−α)% joint confidence interval for the parameters. Note that the box include
many points that lie outside of the 100(1−α)% confidence region.

Donaldson and Schnabel [30] compared different types of linearization meth-
ods for calculating confidence regions and concluded that the method above (using
the Jacobian matrix of fff (θθθ) in PPP), the simples among them, was as good as any
of the more complex methods suggested. However, it is also pointed out that the
validity of the linear approximation should be investigated before trusting the re-
sulting confidence values. The curvature measure of nonlinearity [11] is such an
investigation and will be explained later in the chapter.

4.1.4 Experimental design based on LCA

The covariance matrix of the estimated parameters, PPP, depends on the experiment
setup, hence the accuracy of the estimated model function depends on the measure-
ment errors and the variables xxx j. This means that the set of variables {xxx j}, which
is used in an experiment will change the value of fff and thus the covariance ma-
trix PPP. An increase in the measurement errors will generally result in an increase
in size of the confidence region, therefor it will be crucial to do as exact measure-
ment as possible. It is important to note that PPP is independent of measurements
and can be calculated prior to the experiment if the estimated profiles is given. The
experiment can be designed to minimize the uncertainty in the estimated parame-
ters. Hence, a LCA-based experimental design seek to find the set of measurement
points that minimize some scalar measure of PPP.

There exists several different optimization criteria based on different properties
of the matrix PPP. Examples are D-Optimality, A-optimality and E-optimality which
minimizes the determinant, the trace and the largest eigenvalue of the matrix PPP
respectively [74]. The determinant of the covariance matrix for the measurement
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errors, PPP, is proportional to the volume of the error ellipsoid [17]. So the smaller
the determinant of the matrix PPP is, the smaller the confidence region for the es-
timated parameters will be. The optimization problem is then to find the set of
measurement points which minimize the determinant of the matrix PPP,

xxx∗ = arg min
xxx

(detPPP(xxx)). (4.8)

This is called the D-criteria in optimization theory and is one of the most common
criteria in experimental design [13]. The D-criteria and is in general a good criteria,
but if one parameter has very large variance compared to the others it may be better
to use E-optimality [33].

4.1.5 Curvature measurements of nonlinearity

Equation (4.8), used to find a optimal setup for an experiment, is based upon the
theory of LCA which is founded on the assumption that the model equation can be
approximated with a linear equation with respect to the parameters ΘΘΘ, from now
called the linear assumption. If this assumption fails, that means if the nonlinearity
is too severe, the results cannot be trusted without further investigation. The equa-
tion fff (ΘΘΘ) is nonlinear in the parameters, so to find out if the linear assumption is
valid a measure on how large this nonlinearity is must be found. This can be done
by curvature measurements of nonlinearity (CMN) suggested by [12]. CMN gives
a measure on the curvature and indicates whether the linearity assumption is valid.
The curvature measures of nonlinearity are based upon the fact that a linear func-
tion has zero second and higher order derivatives, therefore an investigation of the
first and second derivative of the function is done.

The curvature ch in the direction hhh at a point is defined as the ratio of the length
of the acceleration vector to the squared length of the tangent vector

cΘ
h =

‖ f̈ff
Θ
h ‖

‖ ḟff h‖2
, (4.9)

cl
h =

‖ f̈ff
l
h‖

‖ ḟff h‖2
. (4.10)

Here cΘ
h is the parameter effect curvature which measures the apparent nonlinearity

caused by the parameterization of the model plane. The intrinsic curvature, cl
h,

measures the intrinsic nonlinearity of the solution locus in the direction of ḟff h, and
is not changed by re-parameterization of the model.

The curvature measures above are defined by studying how the model equation
fff (ΘΘΘ) changes with respect to the parameter values. Now, let ΘΘΘ vary through all
allowed values, then the function fff (ΘΘΘ) defines a p-dimensional surface S, called
solution locus, [12, 17], in the n-dimensional “sample” space. The linear assump-
tion assumes two kinds of linearization of the solution locus near the estimated
parameters, called the planar- and the uniform- assumption. The planar assump-
tion is that the solution locus S may be replaced by the p-dimensional tangent plane
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T . The uniform assumption is that the curved parameter lines on the tangent plane
may be replaced with a grid of straight, parallel, equidistant lines. A measure of
the linear- and uniform assumption is called the intrinsic and parameter effect cur-
vature respectively.

The shape of the solution locus is investigated through the nonlinearity. An
arbitrary straight line through ΘΘΘ0 in the parameter space, ΘΘΘ(b) = ΘΘΘ0 +bhhh, where
hhh is a nonzero vector and b is a real constant, defines a curve fff hhh(b) on the solution
locus

fff hhh(b) = fff (ΘΘΘ(b)) = fff (ΘΘΘ0 +bhhh).

If fff (ΘΘΘ) is linear then S will be a plane and fff hhh(b) a straight line on S. In general,
fff (ΘΘΘ) is not linear and the curve fff hhh(b) is not a straight line, see Figure 4.2. The
tangent to fff hhh at b = 0 is

ḟff h =
∂ fff
∂b

|0= ∑
i

∂ fff
∂Θi

|Θ0

∂Θi

∂b
|0= ∑

i
aihi = AAAhhh.

Here AAA is the sensitivity matrix with dimension n× p introduced in equation (4.3).
The tangent vector to fff h is a linear combination of the vectors {ai} and the set of
all such linear combinations is the tangent plane, T , at fff (ΘΘΘ0). The acceleration of
the curve is similarly calculated

f̈ff h =
∂ 2 fff
∂ 2b

|0= ∑
j

∂ ∑i aihi

∂Θ j
|Θ0

∂Θ j

∂b
|0= ∑

i
∑

j
hih jai j = hhhT ÄAAhhh,

where ÄAA for one single measurement is a p×p matrix with elements
ai j=∂ 2 fff (ΘΘΘ0)/∂ΘT

i ∂Θ j. For n measurements ÄAA will be an n×p×p array.

fff (ΘΘΘ0)

fff h(b)

S
hhh

ΘΘΘ(b)

•ΘΘΘ0

fff (ΘΘΘ)

Figure 4.2: Mapping of the line ΘΘΘ(b) from parameter to sample space in 2 dimensions.

The acceleration can be decomposed into a tangential, f̈ff
Θ
h , and normal, f̈ff

l
h,

component, f̈ff h= f̈ff
Θ
h + f̈ff

l
h [11]. Then the parameter effect and intrinsic curvature in

the direction hhh at a point is defined by equation (4.9) and (4.10). For an algorithm
on how to calculate the curvatures, see [12, 72].

The extent to which the acceleration vectors lie outside the tangent plane mea-
sures how much the expectation surface deviates from a plane, and hence measures
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the nonplanarity of the expectation surface. This nonplanarity is called intrinsic
nonlinearity because it does not depend on the parameterization chosen for the
expectation function, only on the design and the expression for the expectation
function. The projections of the acceleration vectors in the tangent plane depend
on the parameterization, and measure the non uniformity of the parameter lines on
the tangent plane and is called parameter effects (nonlinearity).

To make the curvatures invariant under scaling Bates and Watts [11] points
out that cΘ

h and cl
h must be converted to standardized relative curvatures denoted

γΘ and γ l respectively. This should be done by normalized the curvature with
respect to the number of parameters used and the magnitude of the model function
values. If the standard deviation of the measurements is assumed to be known,
a convenient scaling is to divide the output of the model function, and thus all
derivatives thereof, by the appropriate standard deviation ϑ . Assuming this is done,
the maximum relative parameter effects curvature is defined as

γΘ = max
hhh

cΘ
hhh , (4.11)

and the maximum relative intrinsic curvatures as

γ l = max
hhh

cl
hhh. (4.12)

To assess the impact of the nonlinearity on a particular confidence region, Bates
and Watts [11] suggested to compare the relative curvature measures with cut off
values. When the error distribution is assumed to be known, the cut off value
γc = 1/(χ2

p,α)
1/2. If the parameter effect curvature is small compared to this critical

value for all directions, then the uniform coordinate assumption is acceptable over
the region of interest. Similarly the planar assumption is acceptable if the intrinsic
curvature is small compare to the cut off value for all directions hhh. If the value

γΘ,l
h
γc

> 1,

then linear covariance analysis should not be trusted without further investigation.
However this cut-off value does not represent a sharp division between acceptable
and unacceptable nonlinearity.

A wide study by different authors [26, 30, 76], is done on the validation and ac-
curacy on the curvature measures and the cut of value suggested by Bates and Watts
[11]. These studies investigate how well warnings about use of LCA obtained from
CMN correspond with comparison of LCA results to Monte-Carlo results. Sylte et
al. [76] indicate that the cut off value may be too strict for some types of problems
and show, through Monte Carlo study, that the linear assumption may be valid even
if the parameter curvature is above the critical value, at least if one is content with
LCA providing conservative results. Grimstad et al. [38] elaborate further on this
observation, and point out a connection to a link between low sensitivity and high
nonlinearity for certain directions in parameter space for a large class of parameter
estimation problems.
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4.2 The genetic algorithm

The main optimization method used in the included papers is the genetic algorithm
(GA), due to its flexibility, effectivity and curiosity in the method. The method is
directly inspired by biology and was first introduced by John Henry Holland in the
book “Adaptation in natural and artificial systems” in 1975 [43]. The genetic algo-
rithm has become very popular recent years because that it has been shown to be
efficient on problems that are not analytically solvable, or are too time consuming
to solve with dynamic programing due to explosion of possible combinations. It
is favorable because it can handle many variables and it does not need information
on the derivative of the function, which is often the case for classical optimiza-
tion methods. Below is a short introduction to genetic algorithm. Much of the
presented text is taken from [37, 70], which are good introductions to this subject.

The genetic algorithm is a method that imitates population genetics based upon
Darwin’s theory about survival of the fittest. Having an objective function, GA
starts out with a random population of possible solutions, called individuals, there-
after selection, crossover and mutation are applied to produce a new population of
individuals, see Figure 4.4. The idea is that these steps will eventually make the
solution converge towards the optimal solution. The essence is that the good indi-
viduals have high probability to reproduce, resulting in even better offspring, while
bad individuals are rejected. The idea and concept behind GA is very simple, how-
ever the algorithm can be complex and hard to implement. The work presented in
the thesis has used Matlab’s inbuilt genetic algorithm called ga.

First of all, a fitness function is needed to evaluate the success of each solution,
a quantitative score, usually low score is connected to high success, hence the GA
seeks after the solution that minimizes the fitness function. Note that throughout
this chapter we will use the term high fitness and high score for the best individuals.
After the fitness function is given, a set of many possible solutions, called a pop-
ulation, is generated. The solutions, referred to as individuals, which are different
combinations of variables in the problem can be represented as chromosomes. The
two most common representation methods are binary strings and floating points.
Usually a floating point representation is preferred, as it generally is faster [41].
However, for simplicity, the algorithm will be explained by using a binary repre-
sentation.

4.2.1 Selection

An initial population is created by randomly drawing possible solutions (individ-
uals). Therafter, each individual is equipped with a fitness given by the original
fitness function. A population consist of Npop individuals and the user chooses
how large that number should be. The larger the population is, the slower the al-
gorithm will be. However, if Npop is to low it may not cover a big enough area and
the method can fail to find the optimum.

After the initial population is drawn and evaluated a selection is performed. In
the selection process the best individuals, denoted Nkeep, are selected and survives
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to the next generation. The individuals with lowest fitness are thrown away, and
how many to reject must be decided in advanced. For instance it is possible to
keep the same amount of individuals each time or to set a threshold on the fitness
function and keep those above. If a fixed number of individuals is kept each time
they must be sorted.

When the Nkeep individuals that survive is decided the selection starts, to fa-
vor the best fitted individuals a selection is done from a probability distribution
corresponding to the rank or the fitness value [41]. One of the methods used to se-
lect individuals is roulette wheel selection; all the individuals are given a spot in
a roulette wheel corresponding to their fitness, the higher fitness the larger space
they occupies. Then the wheel is spun the individual at the stop is selected, this
continues until enough parents are selected. Alternatively tournaments can be used
to select individuals, then a predefined number of individuals are randomly chosen
and the best one is picked out to reproduce. This prevents the least fitted individual
to be selected.

4.2.2 Crossover

The process when one or more offspring is created from the selected parents is
termed crossover. Most commonly two parents are selected to produce two new
offsprings. One crossover point is chosen to separate the parents into two strings,
and two offsprings are created by combining the strings. The front part of parent 1
is crossed with the back part of parent 2 to create offspring 1 and to create offspring
2 the back part of parent 1 is crossed with the front part of parent 2, see illustration
in Figure 4.3. It is of course possible to choose several crossover points. The size
of the new population should be the same as the initial population, hence it must
be created Nnew=Npop−Nkeep new individuals.

1 0 1 0 001 1 0 1 1 101

0 0 1 1 101 0 0 1 0 001

Parent 1

Parent 2

Offspring 1

Offspring 2

Crossover

0 0 1 1 101 0 1 1 1 101
Mutation

Figure 4.3: Illustration of single point crossover between to parents creating two new
offsprings, top figure. The bottom figure show an example of a mutation in one individual.
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4.2.3 Mutation

Once all new individuals are created, one more step is needed before the new popu-
lation is created. The step, called mutation, is an alternation in the “characteristic”
of the individual and in binary string this mean to alter a 0 to a 1 or a 1 to a 0 in
the individual, see Figure 4.3. To avoid loosing the best individual, it is given im-
munity against mutation. The best individual is termed elite individual, and can be
one or several individuals. Even though the mutation rate in general is low, often
less than 1% of the individuals are mutated, it is a very important step in the algo-
rithm. A mutation will force the algorithm to seek after solutions in a broader area
of the solution domain and hopefully it prevents the algorithm converging towards
a local minimum.

Initial Population

Evaluate Objectiv Function
Stop Criteria Met?

Selection

Crossover

Mutation

NO

Solution
YES

Figure 4.4: Steps in the Genetic Algorithm

4.2.4 Convergence

When the selection, crossover and mutation is finished the new population is eval-
uated by the fitness function, if the stop criteria is satisfied, the algorithm stop and
the solution is given. If not a new population is created using selection, crossover
and mutation over again, as illustrated in Figure 4.4. There are several ways to
set a stop criteria; it can be a given fitness value; that the elite individual has been
the same for several generations; that the max generation or time limit is reached;
or that the difference between the best individual and the mean of the n next best
individuals are closer than a given limit.

Note that there are no rigorous proofs showing that the GA will converge to-
wards the global optimum. Nevertheless, several theorems and hypotheses have
been developed to give theoretical explanations to the effectiveness of GA [49, 71].
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Chapter 5

Summary of papers and outlook

The main contribution from this thesis is found in the included papers. In this
final chapter the papers are summarized and put into a broader context. The pa-
pers can be grouped into two categories based on their objective. Paper A and B
assessing parameter uncertainty in the rise velocity of a single droplet using exper-
imental design and investigate its effect on rise and dissolution of CO2 in the water
column. In Paper C and D the leakage detection probability in a variable marine
environment is studied.

5.1 Rise and dissolution of a single CO2: Assessing parameter
uncertainties using experimental design

The risk and environmental impact assessments required for geological CO2 stor-
age projects will have to rely on different types of numerical models, which will
have to be calibrated and validated against measurements. Available measurements
from ongoing demonstration projects are limited; hence it is necessary to turn to
analog processes or laboratory experiments to estimate model parameters. In any
case, parameter estimates will have uncertainties that will be important to assess
when predicting future scenarios. Two important sub-models in this respect is the
rise velocity and mass transfer of CO2 in the water column, both of them have
parameters to estimate from experiments, as discussed in Chapter 3.

Summary

In Paper A we study a model for the rise velocity of single hydrate free CO2

droplets in the ocean, as the origin we use the parameter estimation study by [14]
based on a tank experiment [15]. Under three different pressure and temperature
(P/T) conditions droplets of varying sizes were released and the rise velocity was
measured. The unknown parameters in the rise velocity was estimated using least
square approximation.

We illustrate how linearized covariance analysis (LCA) can be used to assess
the parameter uncertainties. The underlying equation for calculating the parame-
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ter uncertainly, the covariance matrix for the estimated parameters, equation (4.5),
depends on the measurement errors and the experimental setup. Hence it is in-
dependent of the measurements, therefore the experimental setup can be designed
to minimize the parameter uncertainty. In Paper A we suggest how to design an
experiment for the three different conditions to reduces these uncertainties. It is
shown that up to ∼ 63% reduction in uncertainties is achieved by choosing the
right droplet size distribution and by extending the range of droplet sizes to in-
clude larger droplets the uncertainties are reduced by another ∼ 88%.

In paper B we include both hydrate coated and hydrate free CO2 droplets, and
parameter uncertainties in the rise velocity for both droplet types are estimated
from the experiment data [15]. As a progress from the paper A we now include
all the experimental data for each droplet type, hence merge the three different
P/T conditions to one, and then calculate parameter uncertainties. The assessment
shows that parameter uncertainties effects large droplets more.

Finally the rise velocity is coupled with a mass transfer model to simulate the
fate of dissolution of a single droplet to assess the effect the parameter uncertain-
ties have on where and how fast the CO2 dissolves in the water column. Since the
parameter uncertainties are highest for large droplets the uncertainty effects sim-
ulation of larger droplets more. Keeping in mind that the simulations performed
in the work is strictly theoretical, it is concluded that the uncertainties in the rise
velocity model have limited effect on the simulations performed in the study.

It is important to note that the underlying linear assumption that the LCA
method is based upon must be carefully investigated before the results are trusted.
For this curvature measures of nonlinearity is used, and our investigation gave cur-
vature values both above and below the critical cut of value suggested by [12].
Since the associated curvature values above the critical value were very similar to
those with curvature values below the critical cut of value it strengthened our con-
fidence in the accuracy of the LCA results. However, if the uncertainties should
be studied and included in a more complex model a proper investigation, through
Monte Carlo simulations, should be performed.

The rise velocity equation used is based on experimental data at pressures
higher than 800 meter. This is not necessarily representative for shallower marginal
seas, like the North Sea, where the natural and seasonal temperature variations are
higher than in the deep ocean. The challenge is to predict the impact on marine
waters from CO2 release and dissolution at such depths. For this experimental and
in-situ data at appropriate depths will be vital for model calibration and validation.
A possible next step would be to include the method described and used in the pa-
pers to assist in designing similar experiments for CO2 bubbles aiming to reduce
parameter uncertainty in the equations.
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5.2 Optimizing leak detection probability

Monitoring of the marine environment for indications of a leak, or precursors of a
leak, will be an intrinsic part of any subsea CO2 storage projects. A real challenge
will be quantification of the probability of a given monitoring program to detect a
leak and to design the program accordingly. The task complicates by the number
of pathways to the surface, difficulties to estimate probabilities of leaks and fluxes,
and predicting the fluctuating footprint of a leak.

Summary

The objectives of paper C and D is to present a procedure for optimizing the layout
of chemical sensors on the seafloor, using the probability of detecting a leak as
metric. Both the use of fixed installations and single measurement is included in
the study. Synthetic maps are used as a basis for probable leakage points, and
it is assumed that the probability for leakage inside the map is one. The spatial
footprint is based on results from a General Circulation Model (GCM). An 800
meter resolution regional ocean model, BOM, set up for the North Sea is advecting
and dispersing CO2 as a passive tracer [3]. The model is terrain following and the
grid cells closest to the seafloor is used in both studies.

In Paper C the average CO2 concentration from BOM is used as a basis for CO2

leakage on the seafloor. The simulated footprint is approximated by an analytical
function, which is used as the leakage footprint. Given a threshold concentration
for when a sensor can detect a leakage, the leakage footprint is used to define a area
around a leakage for when a sensor can detect a leakage. If a senor is placed inside
this area the leakage will be detected. Assuming that the leakage is independent of
leakage site, the problem can be inverted from the leakage location to the sensor
location. Now it is possible to quantify the probability for a sensor to detect a leak-
age, and the optimization problem is to find the set of sensor location such that the
probability to detect leakage is optimized. It is shown that with an optimization the
detection probability can almost double compared to placing sensors in an equidis-
tant grid. It is not necessarily best to place the first in the location of the highest
probable leakage point, one sensor can monitor several potential leakage points.

Admitting that the leakage footprint used in Paper C suffer from major draw-
backs, limiting the detection area compared with the simulated average and in-
troducing unnecessarily uncertainties into the problem, Paper D introduce a more
realistic detection approach. Now the time series in a array of 51×51 grid points
around the leakage location, is used to define three detection methods; i) the aver-
age method for comparison with Paper C, ii) the event based method accounting
for occasionally elevated concentrations and iii) the single measurement method.
The event based method represent fixed installations and the last one represent
measurements taken during survey. The optimization problem is the same as in
Paper C, however we use the predicted footprint directly as the leakage probability
around the seep location, hence eliminating an unnecessarily uncertainty and sim-
plification imposed by the fitting to an analytical function. The main conclusion
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is that fixed installations offers much higher detection probability compared to the
same amount of single measurements.

Even though some of the assumptions made may be too general, and not nec-
essarily realistic, we give an optimization strategy for monitoring the seafloor. The
method is very general and can be used on all types of areas where the probability
distribution of leakage is given, provided that the leakage assumed to be indepen-
dent of the leakage site. It might readily be extended to combinations of different
instrumentations, and for location dependent footprint due to e.g. topography or
leakage rates. For instance the method can easily assist in finding the optimal lay-
out if a combination of fixed installations and single measurement is required.

The investment and operational cost of the monitoring program can be included
in the cost function for the optimization, as can other constrains. A natural next
step in this research will be to find a way to optimize when the leakage rate may
change, for instance assuming that a leakage through a well will be generally larger
than through sediments.

5.3 Further work and perspective

The work in this thesis contributes in both end in the problem of designing a moni-
toring program. The first works studies the uncertainties in the coupled differential
equation for rise and dissolution of a droplet in the marine waters. In the other end,
Paper C and D aims to design a monitor program for optimizing the leakage de-
tection problem. The rise velocity equation we have studied is a simple sub-model
within a more complex model simulating CO2 seeps to, and transport in, marine
waters. This seep model will have to work in assembly with other models in order
to assess environmental impact imposed by a leak from a CO2 geological storage
site. For instance, it will have to rely on a porous media model simulating CO2

transport through sediments as input, and the output from the model will serve as
input to ecosystem models. Event though the theoretical examples studied in Pa-
per B show that the parameter uncertainty in the rise have little influence on the
results, it may be that the outcome is different for a more complex model.

Ideally we would have done an uncertainty assessment of the parameters in
rise velocity for a CO2 bubble. This equation is incorporated in the plume model,
which is used to simulate leakage scenarios for different current conditions. The
resulting vertical CO2 concentration distribution from these simulations is used as
the source term in BOM, the model used to simulate the leakage footprint. First we
could have investigated how the uncertainties propagate through the whole model
process and impose uncertainties in the model output. Thereafter we can study
how the uncertainty in the final leakage footprint will influence on the leak detec-
tion probability. However for complex model system the uncertainty propagation
can be hard to analyze, often statistics have to be built through e.g. Monte Carlo
methods. Such models are often computationally demanding, making studies of
uncertainty propagation time consuming and often impossible.

According to [51], the non-engineering part of the CO2 storage has the largest
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gaps in environmental information and understanding and the validation of models
for CO2 transport is at an infant stage. Due to this it is not possible to perform a
confident risk assessment of storage projects. To close this gap it is essential that
modelers and experimentalists work together in establishing and designing new
experiments and measurement campaigns. Aiming to assemble invaluable data for
model calibration and for model validation. With the many different kind of models
needed to study impact of a leak; there is a need for many different experiments
and campaigns.

Both measurements and models have uncertainties and errors that are important
to assess. As illustrated in the papers, both the measurement errors and the exper-
imental setup will influence directly on the uncertainties in the model parameters.
However, with a proper design of experiments it is possible to assess these uncer-
tainties and reduce them. Hence, it is important that experimentalists and modelers
communicate and work together when planning data gathering. This is a win-win
situation; the parameter uncertainties can be reduced and the cost of the data gath-
ering can be lowered through demand for less data for the same accuracy. Since
uncertainties in integrated sub models will influence the output the complex sys-
tem it will always be of interests to minimize these. In this respect experimental
design offers an inventible tool in assessing and minimizing these uncertainties.

The two main components of the monitoring design in paper C and D are the
probability map, and footprint statistics. To obtain these it is evident that a proper
survey of the overburden and the marine environment is important. Due to the
amount of data collected during a monitoring program, the quality of the baseline
will increase during site operations. How the monitoring program can best assist
in this quality improvement is not discussed here, it is an issue that needs to be
addressed. For instance long time series of current taken at strategic locations will
surely make the uncertainties in the footprint assessment smaller.

If CCS is to be commercially executed with the potential of decreasing CO2

emission it must be carefully monitored, both in the geological formation and in
the water column. To be able to estimate spatial and temporal distribution of a leak-
age footprint a proper baseline of the marine environment is needed. Therefore, the
monitoring program for the marine environment must be incorporated in the char-
acterization and assessment of the storage site, and continue for decades after the
injection has ended. In that respect an optimization strategy for the monitor design
will an invaluable tool.
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a b  s  t  r  a c t

The risk  and environmental  impact assessments  required for  geological CO2 storage  projects will  have

to rely  on  different  types of  numerical  models, which  will have  to  be  calibrated  and validated against

measurements. Available  measurements  from  ongoing  demonstration  projects are  limited,  hence  it  is

necessary to  turn  to  analog processes  or laboratory experiments to  estimate model  parameters.  In any

case, parameter  estimates  will have uncertainties that  will  be  important  to  assess  when predicting  future

scenarios.

We study  a model  for  the  rise velocity  of droplets  in the  ocean, an important  process  sub-model  for

simulating gas  seeps into  marine waters.  As  the  origin  we use the  parameters  estimation  study  by  Bigalke

et al.  (2010) based  on  a  tank  experiment.  We  illustrate  how  Linearized  Covariance  Analysis  (LCA)  can be

used to  assess the  parameter  uncertainties,  and how  to  design a  similar  experiment  that  reduces these

uncertainties. The linearity  assumption  underlying  LCA  is assessed  using  curvature  measures. It is shown

that up to  ∼63% reduction  in uncertainties  is  achieved  by  choosing  the right droplet  size distribution;  by

extending the range  of droplet  sizes to  include  larger  droplets  the  uncertainties  are  reduced  by another

∼88%.

© 2012 Elsevier  Ltd. All rights  reserved.

1. Introduction

Storage is at the end of the chain composing the Carbon Capture

and Storage (CCS) technology (Pires et al., 2011), and  regulations

(Bäckstrand et al., 2011)  and guidelines (Carpenter et al., 2011)  for

CO2 geological storage projects are under development. Through-

out the project period; from site selection, the operational phase

and after closure, numerical simulation tools will be an integral part

of the toolbox for the operator and governmental bodies. The range

of models necessary will include porous media migration (Jiang,

2011), monitoring design (Seto and McRae, 2011; Yang et al., 2011),

environmental risk assessment models (Koornneef et al., 2011)  and

economical models (Trabucchi et al., 2010). The  range of spatial and

temporal scales involved complicate the scope even further (Celia

and Nordbotten, 2011).

All models have uncertainties in the model output. These uncer-

tainties originates from different sources, such as uncertainties in

input variables, numerical inaccuracy, and uncertainties in model

∗ Corresponding author.

E-mail address: HildeKristine.Hvidevold@math.uib.no (H.K. Hvidevold).

parameters (Oberkampf and Roy, 2010).  It is challenging to assess

these uncertainties in model output and the challenge increases

with model complexity. Hence, there is a need for  data for model

calibration, including parameter estimation, and validation for a

large variety of models. The monitoring programs connected to the

ongoing demonstration projects, for instance Sleipner, In-Salah and

Snøvit (Eiken et al., 2011)  provide invaluable data. They are,  how-

ever, designed not to leak and do not provide data for models that

simulates migration of  CO2 out of the storage reservoir, especially

leaks to marine waters.

A CO2 seep to marine waters will produce individual rising

droplets if between ∼3000 and 500 m,  and bubbles if shallower

than ∼500  m (Brewer et al., 2002).  A plume will be  gener-

ated by  entraining water if the flux of  droplets/bubbles is high

enough (Alendal and Drange, 2001).  The dissolution of  CO2 con-

tent in the droplets/bubbles will gradually acidify the surrounding

water masses, with potential environmental impacts (Haugan and

Drange, 1992). The environmental impacts depends on how fast

the droplets/bubbles dissolve and how fast the CO2 concentration

is diluted by local currents and mixing. The regional current con-

ditions will determine whether the dissolved CO2 is transported to

the surface, and then exchange with the atmosphere, or to deeper

1750-5836/$ – see front matter ©  2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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water, hence serving as a  buffer for the retention time (Drange et al.,

2001).

Modeling of CO2 seeps to the water column contains two  very

important sub-models; the rise velocity of the droplets/bubbles

and the mass-transfer rate (Alendal and Drange, 2001; Sato, 2004;

Chen et al., 2005). We  will focus on the rise velocity and do not dis-

cuss the mass-transfer rate further. Rise velocity models have been

built by adopting general models given in the literature (Clift et al.,

7695; Kelbaliyev, 2011).  Available experimental and in situ mea-

surements of CO2 behavior in seawater for parameter estimation

in these general models have so far  been sparse. The in situ experi-

ments performed off the Californian coast (Brewer et al., 2002) have

been used (Gangstø et al., 2005) and has later been improved by the

experiments performed by  Bigalke et al. (2010, 2008).

Lately the focus has turned toward using natural CO2 seeps, like

in the Okinawa trough Shitashima et al. (2008), in the Mediter-

ranean (Caramanna et al., 2011), and in the North Sea (Mcginnis

et al., 2011), as a laboratory for  gaining better understanding of pro-

cesses involved. But how do we add to the existing data in a way

that assures reduction in the model parameters uncertainties? In

other words, how do we design new experiments in order to reduce

the uncertainties in the model parameters?

For us the objective is  to assess the uncertainties in the param-

eter estimation for a process model of CO2 droplet rising velocity,

using data from a pressurized tank experiment (Bigalke et al., 2008).

We will use Linearized Covariance Analysis (LCA) (see, e.g., Seber

and Wild, 1989) to analyze parameter uncertainties in the results of

Bigalke et al. (2010),  and to design a similar experiment that would

result in reduced parameter uncertainties.

2. The rise velocity model

The rise velocity model used by Bigalke et al. (2010) are obtained

by balancing buoyancy and a quadratic friction law, hence assuming

fast relaxation time; the vertical rise velocity uT of a droplet/bubble

is then (Clift et al., 7695):

uT =
√

8gr(�c − �d)

3Cd(uT )�c
. (1)

Here �c and �d is the density of seawater and CO2,  respectively,

and g is the gravitational constant. To account for  neglected forces,

e.g. deformation effects, the radius r is replaced by the equivalent

radius, re, which is the radius of  a sphere having the equivalent

volume as the droplet studied. The drag coefficient, Cd, account for

neglected frictional forces.

The drag coefficient is usually split into the friction factor fc and

the deformation factor D, Cd =  fcD. A number of expressions for fc
and D exist. They are generally complex and dependent on sev-

eral factors (Kelbaliyev, 2011; Clift et al., 7695). We  will adopt the

expressions used by Bigalke et al. (2010),  where they did param-

eter estimation using data from the experiments by  Bigalke et al.

(2008). The experiments were conducted in a stainless steel tank

with constant temperature and pressure conditions. Bubbles of  CH4

and droplets of CO2 of different sizes were released and cameras

were recording shape, size and velocity for each bubble or droplet.

Bigalke et al. (2010) distinguish between droplet with and with-

out hydrate coating, using different equations for the two  regimes.

In the following we will focus on CO2 droplets without hydrate

coating.

Under the assumption that bubbles attain shapes that minimize

their energies, Bigalke et al. (2010) derived the following expression

for the deformation factor:

D =
[

2

(3.974 × 10−3(We  −12.62)2 −7.186 ×  10−4(Eo −17.87)2 +  3.280 × 10−5EoWe((Eo −27.77)(We −8.405)  + 67.08) + 1.130)

]2

. (2)

Here, We = 2re�cu2
T /�  and Eo =  g(�c −  �d)4r2

e /� are the Weber

number and Eötvös number, respectively. Surface tension is

denoted �.

To estimate the friction factor, known asymptotic behavior was

used as first approximation, and subsequent adjustments were

added by  parameter fitting. For particles without hydrate skin the

calculations gave the friction factor as

fc = 48

Re
+ 0.9

0.75Eo2 + 0.6

0.75Eo2 + 14.5
= 48

Re
+ �

˛Eo2 + ˇ

�Eo2 +  ω
, (3)

where Re  =  2re�cuT/� is the Reynolds number, � is the dynamic

viscosity and �, ˛,  ˇ, �  and ω  are the parameters estimated by

parameter fitting. However, the five parameters in Eq. (3)  do not

represent a  minimal set, and can be  reduced to three parameters,

�T =  [�1, �2, �3], in the following way

fc = 48

Re
+ �

˛

�

(Eo2 + (ˇ/˛))

(Eo2 +  (ω/�))
= 48

Re
+ �1

(Eo2 +  �2)

(Eo2 +  �3)
.

We will consider the rise velocity as a function of  the equiv-

alent radius and the parameters, while the other variables, such

as densities, are assumed to be constant and known. Hence, we

neglect uncertainties in the measurements of  bubble volume, and

subsequent calculations of equivalent radiuses.

Both the friction factor fc = fc(uT, �i),  Eq. (3), and the deformation

factor D =  D(uT),  Eq. (2), are dependent on the terminal velocity,

through the Reynolds number and the Weber number, respectively.

Therefore, Eq. (1) may  be expressed as P(uT) =  0  where P(uT)  is a

polynomial of order eight. The roots of P(uT) can  be  written

uT = uT (re, �).

This equation can be used to estimate �  by  comparing uT

for different re’s to corresponding experimental observations.

The parameter estimates, �*, as well as the uncertainties in

these estimates, will depend on the experimental conditions.

The dependency of the parameter uncertainties on the exper-

imental conditions allows for optimization of these conditions

(here, the selected equivalent radiuses) aiming to minimize

parameter uncertainties. This process is termed experimental

design.

3. Assessing parameter uncertainties by linearized
covariance analysis

An important part of  a parameter estimation problem is to assess

the uncertainty in the estimated parameters. The covariance matrix

of the parameter estimation errors, P,  is useful for this purpose. For

a linear model, or through linearization of a nonlinear model, one

can obtain an informative explicit expression for P, see Section 3.2.

If the model is nonlinear the validity of  the linearization will have

to be checked, and if not valid, other methods, e.g. Monte-Carlo

estimation, will  have to be used.

After stating the parameter estimation problem, we briefly out-

line Linearized Covariance Analysis (LCA) and  experimental design

based on LCA. Finally, we discuss the assumptions underlying LCA

and how to assess if these assumptions are valid. Most of the theory

is adapted from Seber and Wild (1989) and Bates and Watts (1988)

but, we will use notation introduced previously for  the particular

model considered in this study.
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3.1. Parameter estimation problem

In a classical parameter estimation setting, it  is assumed that

there exist a true parameter set, �̂, and a physically correct model,

uT, such that the experimental measurement Uj may  be  expressed

as

Uj = uT (rj, �̂)  + 	j j =  1, . . . , n. (4)

(For a Bayesian view of parameter estimation, see, e.g., Stuart (2010)

and references therein.) The measurement errors, 	j, are assumed

to be independent and normally distributed with zero mean and

a diagonal covariance matrix, �,  with diagonal elements 
j,j =  ϑ2
j
,

where ϑj is the standard deviation of  measurement j. Gathering the

quantities Uj, uT (rj, �̂), and 	j ; j = 1,  . . .,  n, into n-vectors, U, u(�̂),

and �, the measurements of the nonlinear model studied can be

written as

U = u(�̂) + �.

Due to measurement errors, the aim is to find  a set of parameters

�* so that the match of u to U is appropriate for  the given mea-

surement error model. The most commonly used method to find

such a set of parameters is to minimize a least squares functional,

S(�) = (U − u(�))T �−1
(U −  u(�)) + R(�), (5)

with respect to �, and terminate the minimization when the appro-

priate error level has been attained (Seber and Wild, 1989). Here,

R(�) is a regularization term.

In this study, parameter estimation is not performed. Instead

we simply adopt the parameter estimates obtained by Bigalke et al.

(2010). Our interest lies in studying parameter uncertainties, and

in particular, to utilize parameter uncertainties to perform experi-

mental design on the experiment of Bigalke et al. (2008) underlying

the parameter estimates obtained by  Bigalke et al. (2010). Due to

the low number of parameters, we further assume R(�)  =  0.

3.2. Linearized Covariance Analysis

By definition, the covariance matrix of  the parameter estimation

errors is P = E[(�∗ − �̂)(�∗ − �̂)T ],  where E  denotes statistical

expectation. Inserting u(�), linearized around �̂, into the equa-

tion ∂S/∂� = 0, valid at an unconstrained minimum of S, leads to

(Atkinson et al., 2007; Grimstad, 1999)

P = (AT �−1A)−1. (6)

Here A is the sensitivity matrix of the simulated values, with

columns ai = ∂ u/∂�i ; i  =  1,  2,  . . ., p.  (p is the number of  parame-

ters.) Note that Eq. (6) is only valid if  the sensitivity matrix A has

full rank.

A confidence region is a region in parameter space that with a

given probability level contains the true parameters. A 100(1−  ˛) %

confidence region around the estimate �* is given by (Atkinson

et al., 2007; Grimstad, 1999)

(� − �∗
)P−1(� − �∗

) ≤ 2
p,˛, (7)

where 2
p,˛ is the upper ˛  quantile for the 2 distribution with p

degrees of freedom. If the model u(�) is linear, the confidence

region will be exact.

If the covariance matrix, P, exists, it is symmetric and positive

definite, and P−1 can be  diagonalized as

P−1 = WT �W, (8)

where � is a diagonal matrix of  positive eigenvalues and the

columns of W are orthonormal eigenvectors. The confidence region

can be visualized as a p-dimensional ellipsoid where the ith major

Fig. 1.  A  2  dimensional illustration of a projection of  the confidence region to obtain

a 100(1− ˛) %  joint confidence interval for the parameters. Note that the box include

many points that lie  outside of  the 100(1−  ˛) %  confidence region.

semi-axis direction is defined by W ·,i and where the semi-axis

length is given by
√

(2
p,˛/�i,i).

By projecting the 100(1−  ˛) % confidence region into the

(�1, �2, . . ., �p) coordinate system we  obtain a  100(1−  ˛) %

confidence interval for  the parameters considered jointly. The

value obtained by  projecting the confidence region onto axes

i will be denoted �i,interval, see Fig.  1. The Cartesian product

�p
i=1

(−�i,interval, �i,interval) gives a conservative estimate of the

confidence region, as illustrated in Fig. 1.

3.3. Experimental design based on linearized covariance analysis

The LCA-based covariance matrix, P =  (  AT�−1 A)−1, depends

on the measurement errors through �,  and on the experimental

conditions (the selected equivalent radiuses, {rj}) through A.  P
will be viewed as  a function of the rj’s only, and later we derive

an estimate of the measurement errors based on the experimental

setup.

The LCA based P is independent of the actual measurement

values, and can therefore be  calculated prior to the experiment for

a given set of experimental conditions. This facilitates LCA-based

experimental design, where the general aim is to minimize some

scalar measure of P.

There exists several different scalar measures based on different

properties of P, leading to different optimality criteria (Steinberg

and Hunter, 1984). The rationale for the D-criterion, which is one of

the most commonly used criteria in experimental design (Beck and

Woodbury, 1998),  is that the determinant of P is proportional to

the volume of the confidence region (Box and Lucas, 1959). We  will

select optimal experimental conditions, r∗ =  (r∗
1
, . . . , r∗

n)T , utilizing

the D-optimality criterion,

r∗ = arg min(det P(r)). (9)

The genetic algorithm in the global optimization toolbox in MAT-

LAB<ce : sup>  ®  </ce :  sup > will be used to solve this minimization

problem.

3.4. Assessment of LCA validity

Since the model we  consider is nonlinear and LCA  is based on

model linearization, an assessment of  the validity of the lineariza-

tion is required. The current section briefly summarizes the most

relevant features of some computational tools –  curvature meas-

ures of nonlinearity (Bates and Watts, 1980)  – that will be applied

for this purpose. For a more in-depth description, see Seber and

Wild (1989), Bates and Watts (1988, 1980).
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Table 1
Pressure (P) and temperature (T) conditions (P/T), and corresponding liquid densities of pure liquid CO2 droplets, �d , and seawater density, �c , rmin is  the smallest droplet and

rmax is the largest droplet in the experiments by Bigalke et  al. (2008).

P/T P [MPa] T [◦C] �d [kg m−3]  �c [kg m−3]  rmin [mm] rmax [mm]

1 24.8 13.1  989.5 1037.0  0.8  5.9

2 22.0 13.9  973.9 1036.3 0.7  5.2

3 18.3 13.1  958.7 1034.2 0.8  5.5

Basically, curvature measures of nonlinearity assess the devia-

tion from linearity in a particular model. The curvature ch in the

direction h at a point is defined as the ratio of the length of the

acceleration vector to the squared length of the tangent vector

c�
h = ‖ü�

h ‖
‖u̇h‖2

, (10)

cl
h = ‖ül

h‖
‖u̇h‖2

. (11)

Here, c�
h

denotes the parameter-effects curvature while cl
h

denotes

the intrinsic curvature. The former depends on the selected model

parameterization while the latter does not.

The tangent and acceleration vectors can  be calculated as

u̇h =
∑

i

∂u(�)

∂�i

∣∣∣∣∣
�∗

hi = Ah,  (12)

üh =
∑

i

∑
j

∂2
u(�)

∂�i∂�j

∣∣∣∣∣∣
�∗

hihj = hT Äh, (13)

respectively. For a single measurement, Ä  is a p × p matrix, for n

measurements Ä will be an n × p × p  array.

To make the curvatures measures invariant under scaling, c�
h

and cl
h

must be converted to standardized relative curvatures.  This

is done by normalizing the curvature with respect to the num-

ber of parameters used and the magnitude of  the model function

values. If the standard deviation of the measurements is assumed

to be known a convenient scaling is to divide the output of the

model function, and thus all  derivatives thereof, by the appropriate

standard deviation, resulting in ��
h

and �l
h
.  Thereafter the maximum

relative parameter effects curvature is defined as

�� = max
h

��
h , (14)

and the maximum relative intrinsic curvatures as

�l = max
h

�l
h. (15)

The h that maximize relative curvature measures is found using

the algorithm in Bates and Watts (1980).

To assess the impact of nonlinearity on a particular confi-

dence region Bates and Watts (1988) suggested to compare the

relative curvature measures with an appropriate cut-off value,

�c = 1/(2
p,˛)1/2. According to their analysis, LCA-based confidence

regions should not be trusted if

��,l

�c
> 1.

However, this cut-off value does not represent a sharp divi-

sion between acceptable and unacceptable nonlinearity. Different

authors (Donaldson and Schnabel, 1987; Cook and Witmer, 1985;

Sylte et al., 2002) have studied how well warnings about use of

LCA obtained from curvature measures correspond with compar-

isons of LCA results to Monte-Carlo results. Results in Sylte et al.

(2002) indicate that the cut-off value may  be too strict for  some

types of  problem, at least if one is content with LCA providing con-

servative results. Grimstad et al. (2001) elaborates further on this

observation, and points out a connection to a  link between low sen-

sitivity and high nonlinearity for certain directions in parameter

space for a  large class of parameter estimation problems. Keeping

these reservations in mind, curvature measures of  nonlinearity will

be carefully applied to check the validity of LCA in this paper.

4. Designing the droplet experiment

In Bigalke et al. (2008) they conducted experiments to mea-

sure the rise velocity for CO2 droplets, and data sets were collected

both within and outside the field of  hydrate stability. For prac-

tical reasons this study only considers the equation for rise of a

CO2 droplet without a hydrate skin. Three experiments with differ-

ent pressures and temperatures were conducted for CO2 droplets

without hydrate skin, see Table 1. In  the conducted experiment the

nozzle orifice for release of  droplets was  fixed, which led  to a range

of droplet radiuses between 0.7 and 5.9 mm.

It is assumed that the experiment is set up such that it is possible

to release a droplet with a predefined equivalent radius, that is each

rj is considered as given exact. This is a  simplification; the problem

of achieving this in the laboratory is acknowledged. All other vari-

ables are assumed to be constant and known, and the estimated

parameters values are assumed to be those found by  Bigalke et al.

(2010), �T = [0.9, 0.8, 19.33]. The  number of measurements in each

experiment is denoted n.

The droplet rise rates were determined optically by two  cameras

at fixed vertical locations both  with a framerate 25 Hz, see Fig. 2. The

picture where the droplet is closest to the center line is chosen as

the time stamp. In  these photos the droplets will be located with a

uniform distribution within a distance ±uT/50 mm  from the center

line. Hence, the standard deviation of  the measurement error for

one camera is uT /25
√

12.  Combining the two  cameras, the standard

deviation of the error of measurement j is ϑj = uTj/25
√

6, which will

be used in the covariance matrix for the measurement errors � in

Eq. (6).

Fig. 2.  The two cameras are placed in  a distance 340 mm from each other. Since the

framerate of each camera is  25 Hz, the droplet can move a  distance uT/25 between

each shot and the droplet closest to the camera (bold droplets) would be spotted

within a distance ±uT/50 mm from the center line.
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Table 2
Values associated to the LCA 95% confidence region for the conducted and optimized

experiments. The relative error of each parameter, �rel,i , and the confidence regions

for the conducted experiment, VC ,  and the optimized, VO , is shown together with

the improvement in percent IO,C = (1 − (VO/VC)) ·  100. P/T  denotes the pressure and

density condition (Table 1) and n is the number of  measurements in the experiment.

P/T n �rel,1 �rel,2 �rel,3 VC

Conducted

1 89 0.50 0.21 0.63 0.0594

2 45 0.52  0.26 0.69 0.1063

3 81 0.26 0.18 0.37 0.0288

P/T n �rel,1 �rel,2 �rel,3 VO IO,C

Optimized

1 89 0.27 0.17 0.38 0.0221 63

2 45 0.36 0.23 0.50 0.0587 45

3 81 0.14 0.16 0.23 0.0139 52

4.1. Evaluating and reducing uncertainties in the conducted

experiment

To compare the conducted experiment with an  experiment with

optimized experimental setting, the 95% confidence region (Eq. (7))

has been used. In the tables we present a relative improvement in

percent, Ik,l = (1 − Vk
Vl

) · 100, where Vk and Vl are two  confidence

regions. In addition to  confidence regions we will also consider

an approximate measure for the relative uncertainty in individual

parameters, by normalizing �i,interval (Eq. (1)),

�rel,i = �i,interval

�i
, i =  1, 2, 3.

In Table 2, a 95% confidence region for the experiment conducted

by Bigalke et al. (2010) is shown together with the 95% confidence

region obtained using optimized experimental settings. The same

number of measurements and the same range of radiuses have been

applied for the two experimental settings.

Optimizing the experiment lead to improvements of between

45 and 63 percent, for the confidence regions considered. For all

the experiments in Table 2  the relative error for  each parameter

is below one. We  notice for instance that the second parameter,

�2, is the least uncertain while parameter three, �3, is the most

uncertain. In the following we will focus only on the confidence

regions.

Fig. 3 shows the placement of the radiuses in the different exper-

iments discussed above. The optimized results indicate that the

smallest radiuses have little influence on the confidence region,

and it seems important to do measurements for larger values.

Fig. 3. The uppermost figure shows the rise velocity for the three different pressure

and temperature conditions. The lowermost figure shows placement of measure-

ments for conducted experiment, stars,  and optimized experiment, circles.

Table 3
The table show a comparison of the  confidence region for optimized experiment

with large (VL) and small (VO) measurement region.

P/T n VL VO IL,O

1 89  0.0032 0.0221 86

2 45  0.0073 0.0587 88

3 81  0.0028 0.0139 80

Table 4
The 95% confidence region of  experiments with equally spaced measurements, V̂E is

compared to  the confidence region obtained using optimal experimental settings,

V̂O , for  P/T 3 with r ∈  [0.1, 12] mm.

n V̂O V̂E

40 0.0081 0.0140

60 0.0044 0.0076

80 0.0028 0.0049

100 0.0021 0.0035

In  addition there is a tendency of high concentration of measure-

ments around the inflection points of  the rise velocity.

We now investigate the effect  on the confidence region of  allow-

ing a larger radius interval, r∈  [0.1–12] mm.  Although a change in

the interval of r could lead to changes in the values of the estimated

parameters, we  will assume that the estimated parameters values

are the same as above.

In Table 3 we study how a  widening of the measurement range

will influence the confidence region. VO is the confidence region

of the optimized experiment above, see Table 2, and VL is the con-

fidence region of the optimized experiment when the radiuses is

between 0.1 mm  and 12 mm.  The  table shows that VL is between

80 and 88 percent smaller than VO.  Note that all the improvement

is because larger droplets are included; the optimization do not

recommend droplets smaller than 1.4 mm.

To emphasize how an optimized experimental setting can

decrease the number of measurements needed to achieve desirable

results, we  have used  P/T 3 (Table 1) to compare optimized exper-

iments with experiments where the radiuses are equally spaced

over the interval, see Table 4. As an example, an  optimized experi-

ment with 60 and 80 measurements results in a smaller confidence

regions than equidistant experiments with 80 and 100  measure-

ments, respectively. Fig. 5  illustrates how an increase in number of

measurements will decrease the confidence region.

From Fig.  4 we note that the experiment with 40 measurements

have three clusters around the inflection points in the rise veloc-

ity. When the number of measurements increases these clusters

Fig. 4.  The  uppermost figure shows the velocity profile of P/T  3 with r ∈ [0.1, 12] mm.

The lower figure  shows the placement of measurements for optimized experiments,

using P/T 3.
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Fig. 5. The confidence region, for  an  optimized experiment with P/T 3 and r  ∈ [0.1,

12] mm,  plotted against the number of  measurements. The number of  measure-

ments increases with 50 in each step.

widens, probably because important regions have been sufficiently

covered.

4.2. Validation of the linearization assumption

Before accepting the results, the validity of the linearity assump-

tion must be assessed.

Table 5 shows scaled parameter and intrinsic curvature meas-

ures, that is ��,l/�c, for the conducted experiments (Bigalke et al.,

2008) and the optimized experiments for both narrow and wide

radius ranges, corresponding to Tables 2  and 3.  For both exper-

iments, the intrinsic curvature is below the critical value, 1.

However, the parameter-effect curvature is above the critical value

for the experiments with r ∈ [0.7, 5.9] mm,  which indicates that

these LCA results might not be accurate. (Note that this situa-

tion motivates a reparameterization, since a  reparameterization

can only change the parameter-effect curvature. Unfortunately, it

is not clear how to select a reparameterization that will reduce

�� (Bates and Watts, 1988), and we will make no such attempt

here.) When the droplet radius range is increased, however, also

the parameter-effect curvatures are below one.

Table 6 shows relative curvatures for the optimized experi-

ment with r∈ [0.1–12] mm,  see also Table 4. Here, both the intrinsic

and parameter-effect curvature are clearly below the critical value.

Table 5
Scaled maximum parameter effect (P) and intrinsic (I) curvature for conducted and

optimized experiments.

P/T n Conducted Optimized Optimized

r ∈ [0.7, 5.9] r  ∈  [0.7,  5.9] r ∈ [0.1, 12]

P I P I P I

1 89 7.69 0.25 3.33 0.07 0.32 0.09

2 45 6.56 0.23 3.86 0.08 0.36 0.13

3 81 2.92 0.20 1.24 0.09 0.24 0.09

Table 6
Scaled maximum parameter effect (P) and intrinsic (I) curvature for optimized

experiments for P/T 3, the first three columns uses all measurements from  0.1 mm

to 12 mm,  the last three columns show how many of the measurement which  fell

in the range between 0.8 mm and 5.5 mm  and the curvature belonging to these

measurements.

n P I n P I

large small

40 0.34 0.12 23 4.44 0.26

60 0.28 0.11 33 3.16 0.15

80 0.24 0.09 49 2.80 0.16

100 0.22 0.08 62 2.86 0.16

Curvature-measure values therefore indicate that LCA results in

Table 4  are accurate, and that the experimental setup shown in

the lower plot in Fig. 4  could  serve as basis for new experiments.

Since the curvature measures are below one for the optimized

experiment, it is interesting to investigate if the placement of the

radiuses in the conducted measurement region is crucial for the

linearity measure. Therefore the curvature using only those mea-

surements from the optimized experiment that fell  within this

region is included in Table 6.  The table shows that the parame-

ter effect curvature is above one if  you isolate the measurements

between 0.8 mm  and 5.5  mm,  showing that the placement of the

radiuses within the conducted measurement region is not impor-

tant for the validity of LCA.

Conclusions about preferential experimental setups based on

the LCA results where the associated parameter-effect curvature

values are above the critical value are  very similar to those drawn

from the LCA results where the associated parameter-effect curva-

ture values are clearly below the critical value. This  increases the

belief in the accuracy of the former LCA results.

5. Discussion

Model calibration and validation are vital parts  of model quality

assessments. The type of data required differs; validation requires

input and boundary conditions for the scenarios being validated

and the model output is compared with measured data. Data used

for calibration will have the purpose to estimate internal parame-

ters in the model, which are often empirical equations, as accurate

as possible. In both of these model quality activities the modelers

have to depend on measurements, either from laboratory experi-

ments or in situ.

Both measurements and models have uncertainties and errors

that are important to assess. As  illustrated here, both the measure-

ment errors and the experimental setup will influence directly on

the uncertainties in the model parameters. However, with a proper

design of experiments it is possible to assess these uncertain-

ties and reduce them. Hence, it is important that experimentalists

and modelers communicate and work together when planning

data gathering. This  is a win-win situation; the parameter uncer-

tainties can be reduced and the cost of the data gathering can

be lowered through demand for less data for the same accu-

racy.

The parameter uncertainties will propagate through the model

and impose uncertainties in the model output. If the model sys-

tem is complex the uncertainty propagation can be hard to analyze,

often statistics have to be built through e.g. Monte Carlo methods.

Such models are often computationally demanding, making studies

of uncertainty propagation time consuming and often impossible.

The model for droplet rise velocity studied here is extremely

simple and is a sub-model within a more complex model simulating

CO2 seeps to, and transport in, marine waters. This seep model will

have to work in assembly with other models in order to assess envi-

ronmental impact imposed by  a leak from a  CO2 geological storage

site. For instance, it will have to rely on a porous media model sim-

ulating CO2 transport through sediments as input, and the output

from the model will serve as input to ecosystem models.

Koornneef et al. (2011) found that  the non-engineering part of

the CO2 storage has the largest gaps in environmental informa-

tion and understanding, claiming that the validation of  models for

CO2 transport is at an infant stage. Due to this it is not possible to

perform a  confident risk assessment of  storage projects. To close

this gap it is essential that modelers and experimentalists work

together in establishing and designing new experiments and mea-

surement campaigns. The  aim of  these activities will be to assemble

invaluable data for model calibration and  for model validation.
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With the many different kind of models needed to study impact

of a leak; there is a need for many different experiments and

campaigns. The ongoing and planned CO2 storage demonstration

projects, with proper monitoring program, will have a role. But they

cannot serve the need alone.
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